
KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital  service
provider in Kuwait, celebrated the launch of the
all-new iPhone 13 lineup during the biggest vir-
tual event of its kind, broadcasted live over the
hugely popular Marina Media Group platforms
with thousands of followers tuning in. 

The event , presented l ive by a group of
Marina FM stars, witnessed the launch of Zain’s
newest plans for Apple’s latest smartphones. The
plans feature the best competitive offerings for
Zain customers on the company’s biggest and
most powerful 5G network. 

With the presence of Zain’s executive man-
agement, the company hosted Marina’s stars at
its main headquarters in Shuwaikh, including
Muhannad Abdulrahman (Mic Mbalta3), Fahad
Kameel, Rawan Al-Marzouq, and Humoud Adel.
The event was broadcasted via the biggest

media platforms, including Marina FM 90.4,
Marina TV, OSN, YouTube, Twitter, Instagram,
TikTok, and Marina’s app. Zain also hosted
Kuwaiti photographer Abdulaziz Al-Suraiya, who
Apple selected as an ambassador to promote the
new iPhone 13 lineup’s cameras, to showcase the
new devices and their best features.

The company celebrated the occasion with its
customers by giving away many valuable prizes,

including the all-new iPhone 13 as a mega prize.
The event’s hashtag also placed first among
social media trends after the huge interaction it
witnessed from followers. 

Zain unveiled its new iPhone 13 plans for
smartphones, which offer more benefits and
more value, including a wide range of the latest
smartphones, 5G Internet, and other exclusive
benefits. 

Last year, Zain received ‘Kuwait’s Fastest
Fixed Broadband Network’ award for Q1-Q2
2020 from Ookla , the company behind the
renowned Speedtest Internet testing platform,
and the global leader in transparent Internet
testing applications, data, and analysis. 

The announcement comes to reinforce Zain’s
leadership in the Kuwaiti market by offering the
largest and most powerful 5G network in Kuwait.
Since commercially launching fifth generation
wireless technology (5G) back in June 2019, Zain
was the first operator to offer 5G technology in
the GCC region via the Kuwaiti market with
nationwide coverage of all areas. The company
succeeded in designing the first integrated net-
work for 5G services built on a world-class infra-
structure, ultimately transforming the telecom
sector across the country and region. 
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Tunisia in bailout 
talks with Gulf 
powerhouses
TUNIS: Tunisia is in talks with Gulf
powerhouses Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates for funding to
avert a looming financial crisis, a central
banker told local media. The birthplace
of the Arab Spring uprisings, Tunisia has
faced years of economic woes exacer-
bated by the coronavirus pandemic, with
18 percent unemployment and debt
verging on 100 percent of gross domes-
tic product.

The country had been in talks with
the International Monetary Fund for a
fourth bailout package in 10 years, but a
July power grab by President Kais
Saied put those negotiations on hold. In
comments carried by two radio stations
and confirmed to AFP on Monday by a
central bank official on condition of
anonymity, senior central banker
Abdelkarim Lassoued said the institu-
tion was in “very advanced discussions
with Saudi Arabia and the Emirates to
fill state coffers”.

The radio stations, Mosaique FM and
Shems FM, did not report how much
financing was proposed or in what form
it would be issued. Years of political
deadlock following Tunisia’s 2011 revolu-
tion have left it with less than one per-
cent growth and six percent inflation.
The vital tourism sector, which normally
provides livelihoods to around two mil-
lion Tunisians, has been brought to its
knees by the COVID-19 crisis. On July
25, Saied sacked the government and
suspended a parliament dominated by
the Islamist-inspired party Ennahdha.

The opposition and civil society
groups have condemned what they see
as moves towards autocracy, but Saied
has been backed by Riyadh and Abu
Dhabi, which have strongly opposed
political Islam across the Arab world.
Tunisia’s central bank in early October
warned against “the acute drying-up
of the country’s external  f inancial
resources” and a “significant” budget
deficit.

Later in the month, Moody’s ratings
agency downgraded Tunisia’s sovereign
debt from B3 to Caa1, with a negative out-
look. “There is a risk that, if significant
funding is not secured, high liquidity pres-
sure may lead to default,” it said. —AFP 

Zain celebrates launch of iPhone 13 
lineup during biggest virtual event

Followers tune in live on Marina platforms; company gives away valuable prizes

During the virtual launch event of the all-new iPhone 13 lineup

• Zain offers latest generation of iPhone over the biggest 5G network with
flexible plans and amazing benefits.

• Event’s hashtag placed first among social media trends.
• Thousands of followers joined the event along with Marina’s stars.

UK investment 
summit draws 
ire from activists
LONDON: Prime Minister Boris Johnson urged for-
eign investors yesterday to buy into post-Brexit
Britain as he seeks to power future prosperity on
renewable energy and green technology, but faced
pushback from campaigners. The UK leader kicked
off a Global Investment Summit in London by
announcing a £400 million ($552 million, 473 million
euros) partnership with the Bill Gates Foundation to
invest in “the next generation of ground-breaking
clean energy technologies”.

The tie-up, which will see both sides stump up
£200 million, follows Spanish renewable energy giant
Iberdrola announcing plans to invest £6 billion to
create Britain’s biggest offshore wind development.

Johnson, who has outlined plans for the UK to
reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, is hoping
to burnish his green credentials before hosting world
leaders at the UN’s COP26 climate summit in

Glasgow next month. He also wants to boost invest-
ment to grow Britain’s economy as it grapples with
the fallout from the coronavirus pandemic and Brexit,
which have combined to strain the logistics sector,
labor market and other areas.

In his sales pitch, Johnson promised government

backing for private investment in sustainable proj-
ects, saying Britain was now “moving in an exciting
new direction with a green, industrial revolution, with
new regulatory freedoms”. 

However, the investment summit was attacked for
“corporate greenwashing”. Social activism group
Global Justice Now noted four banks invited have
invested a combined $173 billion in fossil fuels in
recent years. It also condemned the involvement of
British energy giant Drax Group, which the NGO
said released more emissions than the West African
nation of Ghana in 2019.

“Our government is once again running cover for
some of the biggest corporate climate villains in the
world,” Daniel Willis, of Global Justice Now, said.
Meanwhile, the government’s “net zero strategy” to
reach carbon neutrality by mid-century, also unveiled
yesterday, came under fire for lacking ambition and
adequate funding. It includes boosting the produc-
tion of electric vehicles and offering homeowners in
England and Wales subsidies of £5,000 from next
year as part of a £450 million scheme to help them
replace old gas boilers with low-carbon heat pumps.
Writing in The Sun newspaper, Johnson sought to
reassure homeowners they would not be compelled
to rip out their existing boilers. —AFP 

LONDON: Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson leaves the
stage after delivering a speech during the Global Investment
Summit at the Science Museum yesterday. —AFP

IMF: Social unrest 
threatens Mideast 
economic recovery
DUBAI: The Middle East and North Africa is on track
for a recovery, but rising social unrest is threatening
the “fragile” progress of low-income economies, the
International Monetary Fund said yesterday. The
MENA region, which includes Arab countries and Iran,
saw real GDP growth shrink by 3.2 percent in 2020
due to weak oil prices and sweeping lockdowns to halt
the spread of the coronavirus.

But with rapid vaccination campaigns, especially in
oil-rich Gulf nations, the IMF predicted GDP growth
would rise to 4.1 percent this year, up 0.1 of a percent-
age point from its last projection in April.

“The region is going through recovery in 2021.
Since the beginning of the year, we see progress in the
economic performance,” said Jihad Azour, director for
the Middle East and Central Asia at the IMF. But “this
recovery is not the same in all countries. It is uncertain
and uneven because of the divergence in vaccination...
and geopolitical developments”, he told AFP.

The IMF said in a report that while the prospects
for oil-exporting economies improved with higher oil
prices, low-income and crisis-hit countries were wit-
nessing “fragile” recoveries. It warned of “a rise in
social unrest” in 2021 that “could pick up further due
to repeated infection waves, dire economic conditions,
high unemployment and food prices”.

Algeria, Iraq, Lebanon, Sudan other countries have
been witnessing protests in recent months by thou-
sands of angry citizens demanding better jobs and
services. Unemployment increased in MENA last year
by 1.4 percent to reach 11.6 percent, a rise exceeding

that seen during the global financial crisis and the
2014-15 oil price shock, the IMF said.

Increasing inequities 
The IMF warned of the longer-term risk of an

uneven recovery, which could lead to a “permanent
widening of existing wealth, income, and social gaps
and, ultimately, weaker growth and less inclusive soci-
eties”. About seven million more people in the region
are estimated to have entered extreme poverty during
2020-21 compared with pre-crisis projections,
according to the IMF.

Meanwhile, inflation in the region is projected to
increase to 12.9 percent in 2021 from 10.4 last year,
with higher food and energy prices in some countries,
before subsiding to 8.8 percent in 2022.

“Inequities are increasing. The low-skilled, the
young, women, and migrant workers have been affect-

ed the most by the pandemic, as have smaller firms,
particularly those in contact-sensitive sectors,” said
the report. According to the international lender, the
corporate sector has recovered to pre-pandemic lev-
els, but smaller firms and those in “contact-sensitive
sectors” are lagging behind.

“Fifteen to 25 percent of firms may need to be
restructured or liquidated,” it added. In Lebanon, the
continuing drop in the value of the currency has
dashed hopes that the government formed last month
can stem an economic crisis that the World Bank
brands as one of the worst since the mid-19th century.

Nearly 80 percent of Lebanon’s population lives
below the poverty line. “The Fund has already started
technical discussions with the authorities... to develop
what would be in fact that the framework within which
the fund can help Lebanon,” said Azour, a former
Lebanese finance minister. —AFP


